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This project grew out of an attempt to model the 
inflection learning theory proposed by Pinker (1984>. 
The model only capturea a portion of the theory, and 
therefore, this paper is not intended to be a critique 
of the proposed theory or of Lexical Functional Grammar 
(see Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982) upon which the theory 
rests. The purpose of the model was to provide a meana 
for exploring practical and theoretical ideas related to 
inflection learning specifically and to model building 
in general. The program is1written in Intellect-ul LISP 
on a SAGE II microcomputer. 

The portion of the theory that the model covera 
describes how children learn inflections for words. An 
inflection is a morphological alteration of a word that 
changes that word's grammatical category. For example, 
the change from present to past tense. The theory 
modeled here proposes that children, and adults, use 
paradigms to extract, stor•, and produce inflections. A 
paradigm is a notational device for listing of all of 
the inflections for a particular word. 

Pinker uses two types of paradigma, word-specific 
and general, to represent inflectional information about 
words. Word-specific paradigms list the entire 
inflected form of a word while general paradigms only 
list the inflection, such as in walked versus -ed. 
General paradigms, then, can be used during language 
processing to predict the correct inflection for worda 
that share similar characteristics. Recent experimental 
evidence <Sternberger & HacWhinney, 1986> supports the 
psychological valid~ty of separate storage for whole 
inflected words and inflectional affixes, 

Assumptions 

A major assumption underlying the inflection 
learning theory is that people use paradigms to encode 
some aspects of lexical knowledge. Pinker <1984) cites 
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several reasons for assuming thet language learners uee 
paradigms to keep track of inflections. Primary among 
them is that paradigms can account for developmental 
phenomena such as restricted initial usage of 
inflections on words, segmentation errors made by 
children, and irregular verbs that are learned ae easily 
as regular verbs. 

Grammatical Relationships 
Another key element of the theory are grammatical 

relationships. The relationships are assumed to be 
innate. The model uees a eubeet of the relationships, 
•hovn in Table 1, propoe•d in the theory. 

Tobie 1 
Grammatical relationships used by the computer model 

Feature 
Names 
vtype 
tense 
aspect 
number 
trole 

object 
gender 
person 

Feature Values 
transitive, intransitive 
past, present 
ongoing, completed 
singular, plural 
trans-agent, trans-patient, intrans-actor, 
goal, beneficiary 
theme 
male, fem ale 
1st, 2nd, 3rd 

Note. Vtype = verb type and trole = thematic role. 
Input 

Pinker Cl984> ae~umea that children can eKtrnct 
meanings of words and the relationships among them from 
a stream of input. Additionally, h~ states that 
children can recognize grammatical features such es 
person and tense. Therefore, the words that are input 
to the model are enriched with information about th~ 
vord'e utterance context end information regarding the 
thematic roles, such ae agent or instrument, of the word. 
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The argument for including contextual information 
in the input sentence is that children, with the 
possible exception of infants and those with severe 
handicaps, are aware of their surroundings. It ie also 
assumed that children are able to infer meaning from 
discourse contexts <Pinker, 1981; Schlesinger, 1977; 
Wexler & Culicover, 1980). Therefore, the contextual 
information allows the model to be aware of the 
utterance context. One problem with this argument is 
that words.with similar meanings may not belong in the 
same paradigm. Hisclassifications resulting in 
defective paradigms are bound to occur. For example, it 
would be inappropriate to use the past tense inflection 
for scurry, -ied, on the verb !:!!!!. to produce runned, 
even though these words are semantically related. 
Children make this type of error and spontaneously 
recover from it. Therefore, inflection learning theory 
must consider the degree of similarity among word 
meanings and supra-paradigm procedures that watch for 
and repair defective paradigms. This is clearly one 
locus of interaction between syntax and semantics. 

Lexical Entries 
The nature of lexical entries has·also been the 

subject of research <Carey, 19781 Fowler, Napps, & 
Feldman, 1985; HacKay, 19761 Morton, 19691 Taft & 
Hambly, 1985>. Lexical entries and the amount and kind 
of information contained in them are at the center of 
language processing for the model. The problem for this 
model, and for computer models in general, is to achieve 
a balance between theory and practicality when 
specifying the form and structure of lexical entries. 
That is, how much information is stored in an entry 
besides the phonological form of a word? Or, at what 
point does a lexical entry become indistinguishable from 
other knowledge representations. The program assumes 
that lexical entries contain the word itself, pointers 
to the word's features and paradigm, and pointers to 
semantically related words. 

Representation of Linguistic Data 

Some of the major variables are shown in Table 2 
and are discussed below. They are feature, lexical, and 
sentence variables. The use of these variables is 
covered under the discussion of the model's processing. 
Linguistic data are represented in the program as 
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individual values, lists of values, and as properties of 
values and lists. That is, in all forms that LISP 
allows. Values are data that are assigned to a variable 
and properties are data that describe features of a 
variable. For example, a sentence has a list of words 
as its value, while a lexical entry is defined only by a 
set of features. The choice between value and property 
is relatively arbitrary to the program. However, the 
representations were chosen to correspond with plausible 
natural representations. 

Feature Eauations 
A feature equation is formed by linking an innate 

grammatical feature and an input feature value. They 
are a critical element in the model since they connect 
innate and environmental features and they are used to 
build the paradigms for the entry. Feature equations 
are properties of feature variables. The feature 
variable names that are used by a particular lexical 
entry are stored in the feature list of that lexical 
entry. 

Lexical Entries and the Lexicon 
A lexical entry is a combination of properties of a 

lexical entry variable. The properties describe various 
features of a word~ the word itself, its part of 
speech, strength, and associated feature equations, 
word-specific paradigm, and context. Part of speech is 
inferred from natural categories <e.g., words that have 
thematic role markers are usually nouns, actions are 
verbs, etc.>. Strength is an indication of how often 
the word has been accessed. A lexical entry can have 
more than one feature equation. Only equation and 
paradigm variable names are kept in a lexical entry, not 
the values. Each lexical entry variable name is stored 
on a list called the lexicon. 

Input Sentence 
Sentences are list of lists where each sublist 

represents the information about a word in the sentence. 
Each word sublist contains the word, a stress indicator, 
a feature value, and some context words. Sentence <1> 
is an exa•ple of a two-word intransitive sentence, Billy 
jumped. Figure 1 is the lexical representation for 
jumped. 

<1> <<Billy 3 <intrans-actor) (friend)) 
(jumped 1 (past) (hop over))) 



Tobie 2 
Names. values. and property lists of major variables in the model 

Variable = Value Property = Value 
Fx == none 

Lx == none 

LEXICON =- (L 1 L2 L3 ••• LN) 

SENTENCE == (<word1-N>) 

Feature Equation 
(<in note feature name> == <input feature value>) 

Name - <word> 
Part-of-Speech ... <NOUN.VERB.?> 
Strength .... < 1 ,2,3, •••• 1 00> 
Feature Equation - ( <Fx> ••• ) 
Word Specific Paradigm - <Sx> 
Context """ (<input context word> ••• ) 

none 

none 

where <wordX> .... (<word> <stress> (<feature value> .•• ) (<context word> ..• )) 

Note. x is a number generated by LISP when it creates a variable. It 
starts at 1 and increments sequentially for each new variable. 
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Lexicon = (L 1 L2 L3 ... ) 

l 
lexical Entry 

I 
Oumped verb 1 (F3) SJ (hop leap)) 

/~ 
Feature Equation Word-specific Paradigm 

l l 
(Tense = Past) (03 (VJ {L3)) (V4 (L7))) 

l l 
CELls ••.•.• jumped jump 

LEVELs ••••• Past Present 

DIMENSION . . . Tense 

Figure 1. Expanded lexical entry for jumped. 
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Paradigms 
Paradigms are represented in Pinker's model as 

multidimensional arrays of morphemes. The dimensions of 
the array are the feature names. Feature values form 
levels within each dimension. Horphemes are said to be 
in a cell of the paradigm. The cells are referenced by 
dimensions, such as TENSE, and levels, such as PAST. 
These are illustrated in Figure 1. A paradigm must have 
at least one dimension, each dimension must have at 
least one level, and each level can have one or more 
lexical entries. 

Paradigm variables are illustrated in Table 3. The 
program represents paradigms as list of lists. Every 
dimension of a paradigm ia a sublist of the paradigm and 
every level of a given dimension is a sublist of th~t 
dimension list. Finally, the cell is a sublist of the 
level list and contains lexical entry variable namea, 
Lx. Dimensions and levels only appear once in a 
paradigmJ otherwise they would be redundant, aa in <2>. 

<2> incorrect <TENSE <PRESENT <L2>> <PRESENT <LS>>> 
correct <TENSE <PRESENT <L2 LS>>> 

Processing 

The program processes sentences word by word from 
left to right. There is no practical limit o~her than 
computer memory restrictions to the kind of words or the 
number of words per sentence that may be entered. 
Obviously, there are theoretical constraints on the 
input such aa segmentation, word order, and ao on. Thia 
model does not •understand• what it ia reading in that 
it does not assign a syntactic structure or semantic 
interpretation to the input. 

Pinker <1984> proposed •leven rules for learning 
inflections with paradigms. Currently, the program' 
models a subset of the rules dealing with recognizing 
input features and manipulating word-specific paradigms. 
Paradigms ere formed in the inflection learning theory 
by <1> selecting a feature value (e.g., PLURAL> from the 
input utterance, <2> putting the value into a new 
feature equation, such as NUHBER • PLURAL, which gets 
added to the lexical entry <LE>, <3> transforming the 
feature equation into a word-specific paradigm CWSP>, 
and <4> removing word stems fro~ the WSP to create a 
general paradigm <GP>. 



Tobie 3 
Names, vclues, end property lists of pcrcdigm variables 

Vcricble == Vclue Property m Value 

Sx = (<word specific paradigm>) Stem .... <word stem> 

Gx -= (<general paradigm>) 

where <word specific paradigm> 

Change - <0, 1,2, ••• , 100> 
GP ,_ <Gx> 

none 

(<dimension 1 > ( <levelA> ( <Lx> ••• )) ••• ( <levelZ> ( <Lx> ••• ))) through 

( <dimensionN> ( <levelA> ( <Lx> ••• )) ••• ) 

end <general pcrcdigm> .. 
(<dimension 1 > ( <levelA> (<affix> .u)) ... ( <JevelZ> (<affix> ••• ))) through 

( <dimensionN> ( <levelA> (<affix> ••• )) ••• ) 

Note. x is o number genercted by LISP (see Table 2). See the text for 

c discussion of other variables. 
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Example Run 
The model vas given the sentence shown in <3>. The 

example follows the nonword tezam through the model. 
The result of the run will be a nev lexical entry for 
tezam and revised paradigms. 

<3> <<Abby 1 <intrans-actor> (friend)) 
<tezam 1 <completed) <sleep>>> 

The program processes sentence <3>, one word at a 
time, using the following seven steps. The first four 
steps process the word at the level of the lexical 
entry. Step five places the word in a WSP, and step six 
forms a GP from the WSP. 

1. Hatch the input feature value, COMPLETED, with its 
corresponding innate feature name, ASPECT.. The 
match is constrained by the innate grammatical 
relationships defined in Table 2. If a match cannot 
be made then enter another value and try matching 
again, or quit the program. Feature names cannot be 
entered since they are assumed to be innate. 

2. Use the feature name and value to make a feature 
equation for the word. The resulting equation ist 
<ASPECT = COMPLETED>. 

3. Look for the word in the lexicon. If the word can't 
be found, then create a new LE by generating a new 
LE variable, filling the new LE with the word, 
strength, and context from the input. Assign part-
of-speech based on input feature value. Assign a 
WSP to the LE bys 

<1> Use the WSP of a word that is already in the 
lexicon and which is related semantically, 
morphologically, or phonologically to the 
input word. 

<2> If a related word isn't found, then make a 
new WSP. The WSP is empty and will be filled 
in later. 

Otherwise, quit the program if a lexical entry 
wasn't found and a new one wasn't created for some 
reason. 

The new lexical entry iat <TEZAH VERB 1 <> 512 <SLEEP>> 

4. Add the feature equation to the LE only ifs 
Cl - it isn't a duplicate of one that is already 
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attached to th• LE, or 
C2 - the feature name ia in one of the LEs 

·feature equations and it ia a thematic 
role :feature. 

Constraint. Cl prohibit.a redundant :feature equations 
within a LE, and constraint C2 only allows the•atic 
role features to have •ultiple equations. For 
exa111ple, a vord such as boy can have ugent and 
patient roles, but it cannot be singular and plural 
since plural requires a different for111,boys. 
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The lexical entry is nowt <TEZAH VERB 1 <F9> 512 <SLEEP>> 

5. Add the 
( 1) 

(2) 

lexical entry to it.a WSP by the :following: 
If the :feature name IS NOT a dimension of 
the WSP then add it as a new dimens~on of 
the WSP. Add the :feature value as a nev 
level in the new dimension. Put the LE into 
its cell in the nev level, replace the old 
WSP with the new one, and go on to 5. <4>. 
I:f the feature name IS a di•enaion of the 
WSP but the :feature value IS HOT a level in 
this dimension then add the feature value aa 
a new level of the dimension. Put the LE 
into its cell in the new level. Replace the 
old di•enaion with the revised dimension, 
and the old WSP with the new one. Go to 5. (4). 

(3) If the :feature name IS a dimension o:f the 
WSP and the :feature value IS a level in this 
dimension then replace the LE in the cell 
with the new LE i:f t 

C3 - the stress of the new LE is greater 
than the strength of the existing LE 
in the cell, or 

C4 - the LE in the cell is pre-emptable. 
Next, put. the LE into its cell in the new 
level. Replace the old level, dimension, and 
WSP with the revised values. Go to 5. <4>. 

Constraint C3 ia the program's version o~ the 
Unique Entry Principle <UEP>. The UEP limits the 
number of words that can occupy a cell in a 
paradig•a one word in most cases. The progra• 
is not :flexible when it applies the UEP and the 
word with the greater strength will always be 
placed in the cell. A cell entry is said to be 
pre-empt.able, as in C4, wh~n the entry is a 
prediction Made £rom the affixes in the GP. 
Predicted entries can be pre-empted by words in 
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the ectuel input. 
<4> WSP processing is finished. The compl~te 

WSP for t•zaM, and related vorde, is in 
Tabl• 4. Go on to the neMt step, 6. 

Word-specific paradigm for the example run of the model 
TENSE Present Post 

ASPECT Ongoing Completed Ongoing Completed 

Singular extezamin extezom tezomin tezom 
NUMBER 

Plural ext earn in ex team team in team 

6. If the WSP for the input word has more than one 
dimension then try and form a GP wi~h the following 
steps. 

(1) If the WSP alr•ady has a OP associated with 
it then retriev• the at•M of the word. 
C5 - If the st•M hasn't changed recently thens 

<a> ForM the affix for the word by 
r•moving the ateM from the word. 

<b> Retrieve the LE from the cell, at thw 
appropriate dimension and level, of 
the GP. 

<c> If ther• isn't a LE to retrieve then 
add the affix to the GP and go to 
step 7. 

<d> If the new and old affixes are 
identical then replacing the 
existing LE would be redundant so go 
to Step 7. 

(v) If this point ia reached then the 
old and new affixes conflict so the 
entire WSP must be reanalyzed. Go 
to the next step, 6. <2>. 

<2> This WSP does not have a GP associated with 
it or it Must be reanalyzed. Hake a new GP 
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variable if necessary. Attach its name to 
the property list of the WSP <see Table 3). 
Thia will associate the WSP with the GP. 

C3) Only abstract a WSP into a GP if t 
C6 - The WSP haa 111ore than one 

dimenaion, or 
C1 - The WSP haa one di•enaion, but haa 

more than one l•vel in that 
di111enaion. 

Otherwise, go to atep 7. 
Constraints CG and C7 exolud• one word paradigms 
~rom GP analyaia. They correspond to rule 19(c) 
in th• th•ory CPink•r, 19841198). Th~ n~xt st•p, 
6. C4), forna the GP fro111 th• WSP and ia 
illustrated in Table 3 for the TEHSE dimension. 

Affix and stem extraction for the TENSE dimension in the example run 
the model 

Present Past 

extezomin extezom exteomin exleom tezamin lezam leamin team 

Common exteam learn 

Affixes ex- 0-

Stem team 

<4> Perform the following for each dimension in 
the WSPa 

(a) For each level in the current 
di•enaionJ &xtract the string of 
letters that are conMon to all of 
the words in this level. Thia will 
give one •word• for each level in 
thi• di111•naion. 
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(b) Look through each of the extracted 
letter strings for the STEH and 
AFFIXes. There will be one stem and 
one or •ore affixes (one affix for 
each level>. The STEM of this word 
is the word forMed from the letters 
that are common to all of the 
strings •. The AFFIXes are the 
portions of the strings that are 
unique to that string. 

General paradigm processing is now complete. The 
entire GP for the WSP in Table 4 isa 

<<TENSE <Present <ex->> <Past <O->>> 
<ASPECT <Ongoing <-in>> <Completed <-O>>> 
<HUMBER <Singular <-z->> <Plural <-O->>>> 

7. The processing for the current word is completed. 
If there are more words in the sentence then get the 
next word in the sent•nce. Return to step 3 and 
process the word. Otherwise, the INFLECT program is 
finished. 

Discussion 

The model deviated from the rules proposed in the 
theory in three ways. First, formation of feature 
equations is driven by features in the input rather than 
sampling from innate features (see step 1. >. This was 
done to eliminate the need for resampling the innate 
feature list until a cdrrect match was found. Second, 
the model assumes that stems of words are not known. 
This posed some difficulties for GP abstraction, in step 
6, which are discussed below. Third, conflicting 
entries in a GP cell cause the entire GP to be 
reanalyzed to ensure that all of the affixes are 
correct <step 6. Cl><•>>. The unique entry principle and 
pre-emptability are employed in the theory to remove 
conflicts. These methods assume that other entries 
in the GP are unaffected by the new word causing the 
conflict. 

Theoretical Considerations 
Theoretical problems that need to be resolved 

include the selection of word-specific paradigms, 
explicating suppletive handling procedures, and 
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circu•venting proble•• caused by lack of data. 

Selection of word-specific paradia••· The 
selection of the correct WSP 1or new words is not 
addressed by the theory. The progra•, for a given input 
word, searches context lists of all lexical entries for 
words that •atch the input context. If one is found the 
progra• assigns th9 WSP to the new word. In other 
worda, the progra• perfor•• a •••antic ••arch. Searches 
along the •orphological and phonological di•enaiona of a 
word can also be •ade. These are acknowledged, but not 
i•ple•ented, in the progra•. Pinker <19841194> also 
acknowledges the i•portance of •orphological and 
phonological infor•ation in WSP assign•ent. The 
sequential logic and interpretation of these matches 
will be difficult to i•ple•ent. For exa•ple, .what •atch 
should be done first, and what does it aean when one 
aatch is ••de, say phonological, but rtot any others? 

An additional consideration i• the degree of 
si•ilarity required before a •atch can be made. The 
exactneas of the •atch i• not controlled in the progra• 
so the selected lexical entry ••Y or ••Y not be 
appropriate. Thi• ••Y be sati•factory initially, and it 

·does account for ae•antic overextenaion errors such as 
the one ••de by the beginning reader in <4>. However, 
•o•e constraint• •uat eventually be placed on the search 
and •atch procedure. 

(4) Hothera What are you reading? 
Childa A story about keeping water. 
Ha Keeping water? 
Cs Yeah, around the house. 
Ma What's the title of the story? 
Ca Ways to Save Water at Ho••· 

Suppletion. Suppletion beca•e a proble• for the 
•odel when GP• were being abstracted fro• WSPa. The 
program can handle auppletive for•a such as in <S>, up 
to a point. Since the words within each pair are 
ae•antically similar, they will be placed in the aa•e 
WSP. However, the •odel relies on •orphology for 
abstraction and will give the results shown in <S>. The 
•o• indicates no ste•, which i• correct since the 
program does not know that it can arbitrarily consider 
the present tense •orphe•e •• the ate•. 
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--> STEn • 0 
--> STElf • rn 

Af'f'IKES • go 
AF'F'IKES • -u-

Wll"nt 
-a-

Suppletive forms only cause problems when they 
reach the level of GP abstraction. One method for 
avoiding the problems illustrated in <S> is to li•it the 
application of the abstraction process to WSPs that have 
a sufficient nu•ber of l~xical entries. This is what 
Pinker <19841198) does in rule I9<c>. However, this 
raises the question of what is a sufficient number. The 
program requires at least two words in a dimension of a 
WSP before it will attempt to form a GP from that WSP. 
Another •ethod for avoiding problems, which is also used 
by Pinker, is to assume that word stems are known before 
GP abstraction is atte•pted. However, ste•s •ust be 
abstracted at some point in language develop•ent, and 
assuming their existence avoids learhability issues. 
For example, are ste•s actually learned through 
abstraction, or is one cell in a paradigm innately 
recognized as the stem? 

Insufficient data to create general paradigms. 
Suppletion touched on another issue in paradigm usag•. 
Namely, how is GP abstraction handled when there are 
only a few words in the WSP undergoing abstraction? The 
correctness of stems and affixes of verbs depends on the 
completeness of the WSP. The program reanalyzes a WSP 
every time one is accessed. R•analysis could be li•ited 
by tracking the number of timea a stem has changed 
relative to the nuMber of times the WSP it appears in is 
accessed <constraint CS) and by avoiding WSPs with too 
few entries (as in the theory & in constraints C6 & C7>. 

Heta-ParadiqMs. nany of the problems discussed 
above could be avoided by allowing general paradigms to 
communicate with each other. This issue was not 
addressed in the theory or in the Model. Interparadig• 
communication would let paradigm• co•pare infor•ation, 
auch as affixes, and would presumably circu•vent 
problems caused by lack of data within one paradig•. 

Conclusion 

The program presented in this paper is an initial 
attempt to •odel the acquisition and use of inflectional 
paradigms. The model successfully builds feature 
equations and limited word-specific paradigms. General 
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paradigms ver• discussed, but were not i•ple•ented in 
the l90del. Additional con•ideration •ust be given to 
the for• of peradig• representation and to inter-
paradig• relationships before the •odel can be extended 
to include general paradigae. Specifically, three 
questions auat be addressed. First, how are word-
apecific paradig•a found for novel words? Thia beco•ea 
a question of what makes words •imilar? Second, what 
constrains rule application, aa in the case or regular 
and auppletive morphology? And finally, how do 
paradig•a interact? The answers to these questions are 
not settled and depend on ones theoretical orientation. 
However, they must be addressed in order for a complete, 
testable theory to be developed. 

NOTES 
1 Intellect-ul LISP i• a trade•ark of PCD Syate•a. 

The source code for the •odel i• available fro• the 
author. SAGE II ia a trademark of SageHicro of Reno, 
NV. The SAGE II has a Hotorola 68000 cpu, 256K of RAH, 
and rune the UCSD P-•yate• operating ayete•. 
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